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Background: Voluntarily opening or closing our eyes results in fundamentally different input patterns
and expectancies. Yet it remains unclear how our brains and visual systems adapt to these ocular states.
Objective/Hypothesis: We here used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to probe the excitability of
the human visual system with eyes open or closed, in the complete absence of visual inputs.
Methods: Combining Bayesian staircase procedures with computer control of TMS pulse intensity
allowed interleaved determination of phosphene thresholds (PT) in both conditions. We measured
parieto-occipital EEG baseline activity in several stages to track oscillatory power in the alpha (8e12 Hz)
frequency-band, which has previously been shown to be inversely related to phosphene perception.
Results: Since closing the eyes generally increases alpha power, one might have expected a decrease in
excitability (higher PT). While we confirmed a rise in alpha power with eyes closed, visual excitability
was actually increased (PT was lower) with eyes closed.
Conclusions: This suggests that, aside from oscillatory alpha power, additional neuronal mechanisms
influence the excitability of early visual cortex. One of these may involve a more internally oriented mode
of brain operation, engaged by closing the eyes. In this state, visual cortex may be more susceptible to
top-down inputs, to facilitate for example multisensory integration or imagery/working memory,
although alternative explanations remain possible.
© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Most of the time, opening our eyes opens the floodgates of
sensation, preparing and allowing us to interact with the envi-
ronment. Conversely, closing our eyes means that we shut the
world out. With closed eyes, we can turn inwards, focusing on our
other senses or our thoughts, memories, and mental images. It
seems plausible that our brains would have evolved distinct modes
of operation for these two ocular states. But it is not immediately
clear what exactly this might mean. In the current study, we
focused on a brain system very likely to be affected by eye closure;
early visual cortex.Neuroscience, Faculty of Psy-
ox 616, 6200 MD, Maastricht,
.nl (T.A. de Graaf).One reflection of brain state is the excitability, or reactivity, of a
cortical region. Concerning early visual cortex, a priori one might
have opposing hypotheses about the effect of eye closure on visual
excitability. Perhaps visual cortex becomes more excitable when
opening the eyes, since this act enables the arrival of visual inputs.
Conversely, excitability might rather increase with eye closure,
since it could be ecologically useful to be sensitive to dark moving
shapes even with eyes closed. Approaching the issue from a
different perspective, one established consequence of eye closure is
an increase in oscillatory power in the alpha (~10 Hz) frequency
band [1]. Moreover, alpha power has been shown to be inversely
related to visual excitability [2]. Combining these insights, eye
closure could reduce visual excitability. But from a neurocognitive
perspective one might again intuit the opposite: Eye closure, by
diminishing the likelihood of bottom-up inputs, could free up early
visual cortex for top-down inputs, facilitating such faculties as
cross-sensory integration, imagery, or working memory (see e.g.
Ref. [3]. In sum, the effect of eye closure on visual excitability is not
obvious a priori.
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[4e9] and dynamics [3,10e13] behave differently depending on
whether our eyes are open or closed.Without any external inputs in
either case, these ocular states have been associated with distinct
patterns of neural activation. Generally, closing the eyes changed
activity in multiple regions of the brain, including early sensory and
multisensory regions, while opening the eyes rather increased ac-
tivity in attentional and oculo-motor regions [3,4,6,7,14e16]. For
instance, recent findings by Xu et al. [17] support two distinct
networks underlying these two states, demonstrating increased
cross-sensory connectivity and highly integrated information pro-
cessing for eyes closed, while ascribing a highly specializedmode of
information processing to the eyes open state. FollowingMarx et al.
[3], we will refer to these functional states as ‘exteroceptive’, for
eyes open, and ‘interoceptive’, for eyes closed. The exteroceptive
state is characterized by overt attention, while the interoceptive
state was associated with multisensory integration, recall of sen-
sory experiences and imagination [3,6,15,18].
Focusing again on early visual cortex, blood oxygen level
dependent (BOLD) signal increases when closing the eyes, except
for congenitally blind participants [15]. But while such neuro-
imaging results are interesting, important, and suggestive, they
remain at the same time inevitably limited. Non-invasive brain
stimulation techniques can provide complementary insights
[19e21]. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) involves mag-
netic pulses administered at the scalp that enter and excite the
brain. Such pulses can disrupt visual processing if applied over
occipital cortex at certain delays to a visual stimulus [22e26], but
can also induce transient visual experiences called ‘phosphenes’
[27e30]. The strength of stimulation required to elicit phosphenes
on a predetermined proportion of trials (conventionally 0.5) is the
‘phosphene threshold’ (PT): An established measure of cortical
excitability of the visual system.
In the current study we directly tested visual excitability under
conditions of open versus closed eyes, in the complete absence of
visual inputs. We determined PT for both ocular states in a
controlled, interleaved, within-subject paradigm, letting a Bayesian
staircase algorithm (QUEST, see Methods) control the intensity of
TMS pulses on a trial-by-trial basis. Considering the relation be-
tween PT and alpha oscillatory power, we placed electro-
encephalography (EEG) electrodes over parietal and occipital cor-
tex to take into account the classical eye closure effect on alpha
power. Looking ahead, parieto-occipital alpha power was indeed
higher with closed eyes. At the same time, PT was significantly
lower with closed eyes, indicating increased visual excitability.
Methods
Participants
Nineteen participants, including two authors (T.G., S.O.), indi-
cated perception of phosphenes and were selected for the experi-
ment. All were screened for TMS safety and provided written
informed consent, receiving monetary compensation for partici-
pation. Procedures were approved by the local ethics committee.
TMS and EEG parameters
Single biphasic TMS pulses were applied to occipital cortex us-
ing a MC-B70 figure-of-eight coil connected to a MagPro X100
stimulator (MagVenture, Farum, Denmark). The coil handle was
oriented laterally to the right, but the exact coil position on the
scalp depended on an idiosyncratic phosphene hotspot. In a
localization procedure, participants viewed a fixation point on a
computer monitor (57 cmviewing distance) while the TMS coil wasmoved over right occipital regions, administering TMS pulses until
participants indicated perceiving a peripheral phosphene in the
lower left quadrant relative to fixation. If the reported phosphene
retinotopically followed a shift in gaze, the coil location was
accepted and fixed by use of a mechanical arm. During the main
experiment, TMS intensity was variable, determined per trial by the
staircase procedure (see below). A test range was enforced on the
staircase algorithm, however, to the effect that pulses were maxi-
mally at 70% of maximum stimulator output, with a lower bound
adapted from 25% to 20% to finally 10%, as we noted that some
participants' PTs were lower than originally anticipated.
We applied four EEG electrodes to locations on the international
10e20 coordinate system [31], attaching them using conductive gel
(Ten20®, DO Weaver, Aurora, CO, USA) and leading into a headbox
connected to BrainVision amplifiers (BrainProducts GmbH, Munich,
Germany). A parietal electrode was placed at P3, an occipital elec-
trode was placed at O1, a ground to Cz and a reference electrode to
the left mastoid. No EEG datawere recorded for one participant due
to time constraints, resulting in 18 full EEG datasets. In a subsample
of participants (N¼ 9) electrooculography (EOG) was also acquired,
with two electrodes (HEOG/VEOG) attached near the left eye. EEG/
EOG signals were recorded using VisionRecorder software (Brain-
Products GmbH, Munich, Germany), with a sampling frequency of
2500 Hz, a notch filter at 50 Hz, and filtered with high and low cut-
off values of 250 Hz (100 Hz for EOG channels) and 0.1 Hz,
respectively.Design and task
The experimental session contained several stages, after appli-
cation of EEG electrodes and fixation of the TMS coil. We asked
participants to relax for 90 s while we acquired baseline EEG signals
at differentmoments throughout the experimental session.We also
determined phosphene thresholds (PT) several times under different
conditions. These conditions included wearing a blindfold or not,
with opened or closed eyes. If not wearing the blindfold, partici-
pants were looking at a fixation cross on a computer monitor in a
darkened but not pitchblack room. The blindfold (Mindfold Inc.,
Tucson, AZ) was used to create a condition of absolute darkness. It is
a fully darkening mask that does not directly touch the eyes,
allowing participants to comfortably open or close their eyes un-
derneath. Once participants were wearing the blindfold, we
switched the lights in the room fully on or off and asked whether
participants could tell the difference, which they reportedly could
not. One participant did report a shift in the blindfold during the
experiment so that some light penetrated the blindfold for part of
the measurement, this participant was marked as having Grounds
for Exclusion (GfE; see below). Though the blindfold in all other
cases provided perfect darkness, redundantly we nevertheless
turned off the lights in the room during the measurements. Under
these various conditions, the full sequence of measurements was as
follows:
- baseline EEG, eyes openwithout blindfold (normalization target
‘EEGstart’)
- PT staircase, eyes open without blindfold (normalization target
‘PTstart’)
(participant starts wearing the blindfold)
- baseline EEG ‘EEG pre’, eyes open (or closed)
- baseline EEG ‘EEG pre’, eyes closed (or open)
- interleaved PT staircases for eyes open and closed
- baseline EEG ‘EEG post’, eyes closed (or open)
- baseline EEG ‘EEG post’, eyes open (or closed)
(participant stops wearing the blindfold)
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‘PTend’)
- baseline EEG, eyes openwithout blindfold (normalization target
‘EEGend’)
As detailed below, the EEG baselines and PTs obtained without
the blindfold at the start and end of each experimental session
(PTstart/PTend, EEGstart/EEGend) served as normalization targets
for the data of interest. The data of interest were the phosphene
thresholds and EEG measures for eyes open and closed in darkness
while wearing the blindfold.
Across participants, there were two possible orderings of the
EEG baseline measurements with eyes open or closed after putting
the blindfold on; it was either open > closed > interleaved PT
block > closed > open (N ¼ 8), or alternatively,
closed > open > interleaved PT block > open > closed (N ¼ 10).
The core measurement in this study was the block of interleaved
PT determination for eyes open and closed in darkness. Based on an
auditory instruction ‘open’ or ‘close’, presented between 3 and 4 s
(random) prior to each TMS pulse, participants opened or closed
their eyes on a trial-by-trial basis. In the baseline PT staircases
without blindfold, with eyes always open, they always received the
instruction ‘open’ prior to each TMS pulse. In all PT staircase pro-
cedures, the task was to indicate, whenever ready, by keyboard
button presses using index versus middle fingers of the right hand
whether a phosphene had been perceived or not.PT staircase procedure
The TMS stimulator was triggered by a stimulus PC through a
parallel port, and was instructed by the same PC through serial port
communication prior to each pulse to set a given TMS intensity for
the next trial. These processes, as well as presentation of visual
fixation crosses and auditory cues, were managed through Pre-
sentation software (NeuroBehavioral Systems, Albany, CA). Pre-
sentation interfaced with Matlab software to use a Bayesian
staircase algorithm implemented in Psychtoolbox; QUEST [32]. This
staircase algorithm takes certain priors (see below) and then
continually updates its threshold estimations based on the total
pattern of responses (in this case phosphene-yes versus
phosphene-no) for the tested stimulus intensities (in this case
percentage TMS stimulator output). One benefit of this algorithm is
that it advises the user on each next test value, ensuring a high
sampling density at the most relevant section of the psychometric
curve (in this case phosphene perception versus TMS intensity),Excitability Gain ¼ ((PTopen e PTclosed)/mean(PTstart, PTend)) * 100.which depends on the requested level of performance (in this case
50% perceived phosphenes).
In the interleaved PT block, we maintained separate staircases
for the eyes open condition and the eyes closed condition with
pseudorandomly interleaved trials. Within the test range (see
above), we adopted the suggested next TMS pulse intensity level,
rounding the suggested percentage of maximal machine output to
integers. We requested QuestQuantile for next test values, based
final threshold estimates on QuestMean, and supplied the following
parameters to the staircase: prior mean log10(50), prior sd 1, beta3.5, gamma 0.01, delta 0.01. The aim performance was 0.5 (50%
phosphene report) and the number of trials per staircase was 40.
Time between TMS pulses was jittered around 6 s (±1 s).Analysis
We focused the analyses on the data acquired while wearing the
blindfold, although we will also report PT estimates without
blindfold. We accounted for individual baseline differences in both
EEG measures and PTs while wearing the blindfold, by normalizing
them to EEG measures and PTs obtained without blindfold at the
beginning and end of each experimental session (the ‘normaliza-
tion targets’; see procedure above and normalization description
below). As mentioned, one subject reported penetration of some
light into the blindfold due to a shift in the mask and therefore had
Grounds for Exclusion (GfE). Four other participants had GfE
because the validity of final PT estimates from their staircase pro-
cedures could be contested, based on repeated trials at upper or
lower boundaries of the test range. Concretely, we marked partic-
ipants as having GfE if they were ‘stuck’ at one boundary of the test
range consecutively for minimally 25% of trials, in either the eyes
open or eyes closed conditions. For the sake of transparency, all
data and analyses are reported for the subject sample both
including and excluding the GfE participants, and the progression
of test values (i.e. staircases) can be inspected in Supplementary
Material for all participants. As will become clear; in- or
excluding GfE participants led to similar results.
We performed two analyses on the behavioral data, which
consisted of ‘yes’ (phosphene perceived) and ‘no’ (phosphene not
perceived) responses to single TMS pulses over a range of
intensities.
1) We extracted the intensity leading to 50% phosphene perception
as estimated by the Bayesian staircase algorithm (QuestMean
function), per condition per participant. These non-normalized
PTs for eyes open (PTopen) and eyes closed (PTclosed) were
directly compared in a two-tailed paired-samples t-test.
2) We calculated the Excitability Gain per participant to reflect the
decrease in PT for eye closure, normalized to individual PT
baselines while not wearing the blindfold (see procedure
above). Concretely, this involved a) subtracting PTclosed from
PTopen, b) normalizing this difference to the mean PTof PTstart/
PTend, and c) multiplying this by 100, to express eye closure
induced excitability gain relative to individual baseline as a
percentage. All this is summarized in the formula:We testedmean Excitability Gain against zero in a one-sample t-
test.Analysis of EEG data
We recorded EEG data both in dedicated EEG baseline mea-
surements of ~90 s, and during the TMS PT staircase procedures. All
data were analyzed in Matlab using the Fieldtrip toolbox [33].
Table 1
Phosphene thresholds at the start and end without blindfold, and with eyes open
and closed in darkness from an interleaved staircase procedure.
PTstart PTopen PTclosed PTend
S1 33.7 42.1 38.9 43.5
S2 *GfE 34.0 21.7 21.3 23.8
S3 39.1 36.5 33.3 38.7
T.A. de Graaf et al. / Brain Stimulation 10 (2017) 828e835 831The EEG baseline segments were cut into epochs of 1000 ms,
which were subjected to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain
spectral profiles. These were then averaged per participant per
condition (eyes open or eyes closed). The spectral power of fre-
quency bins in the alpha range (8e12 Hz) was summed per chan-
nel, leading to our scalar measure of ‘alpha power’. These alpha
power measures (AP) were then normalized and expressed as a
relative change to analogous AP measures extracted from the EEG
baselines obtained at the start (‘EEGstart’) and end (‘EEGend’) of
each experimental session (see procedure above):
Normalized AP ¼ (AP e mean(AP EEGstart, AP EEGend))/mean(AP
EEGstart, AP EEGend).
We did this separately for the EEG baselines acquired just prior
to the interleaved PT staircase procedures (‘EEGpre’) and just af-
terwards (‘EEGpost’), to allow a statistical evaluation of factor ‘pre-
post’.
We also measured EEG and extracted alpha power during the
interleaved PT staircase procedure.We extracted epochs of 1000ms
just prior to TMS pulses (1050e50 ms before pulse), since we were
most interested in alpha power just before the induction of phos-
phenes but uncontaminated by the TMS-induced artifact. These
epochs were analyzed identically to the baseline AP data and again
normalized to the EEGstart/EEGend baseline AP. Statistically, AP
was compared between conditions in standard repeated-measures
ANOVAs (using SPSS software, IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) and follow-
up tests as indicated in the Results section. In ANOVAs,
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied if Mauchley's test
suggested non-sphericity. We hypothesized that closing the eyes
should lead to higher alpha power in EEG.
We also acquired EOG measures from a subsample of partici-
pants (N ¼ 9). Given this small sample size and the practical limi-
tation of having the electrode cable running underneath and
pressured by the blindfold, we will not interpret these findings in
depth. To obtain a first indication of whether or not eye movements
are of interest to future studies, we calculated from the same
1000ms epochs prior to TMS pulses the variance in both the HEOG/
VEOG channels and compared them between eyes closed and eyes
open trials (results in Supplementary Material).
On a final note; for all analyses of normalized PT, EEG, and EOG
data, we always performed outlier removal based on the same
criteria. Within participants and conditions, EEG epochs with signal
variance 3 standard deviations above mean variance were removed
prior to further analyses. In following group analyses, participants
with normalized measures (PT, alpha power, EOG variance) mini-
mally 3 standard deviations above or below the group mean in
minimally one condition in an analysis were excluded from that
particular analysis. Note that the occurrence of such exclusions is
transparent per statistical test by looking at the reported degrees of
freedom.S4 36.1 42.4 41.4 36.6
S5 41.7 36.8 32.4 36.7
S6 45.7 45.4 42.4 38.2
S7 31.1 38.8 35.7 36.7
S8 *GfE 45.1 57.7 60.7 46.5
S9 34.7 23.9 21.9 26.1
S10 *GfE 22.6 20.2 19.7 21.8
S11 *GfE 68.7 80.6 70.3 79.6
S12 43.2 31.3 33.8 30.5
S13 16.9 16.5 17.1 16.7
S14 25.2 26.9 23.7 29.7
S15 32.1 20.7 19.6 30.5
S16 40.1 45.7 42.8 41.3
S17 *GfE 36.6 39.2 39.6 41.1
S18 38.1 32.5 30.8 31.8
S19 56.0 62.4 57.2 60.9
mean 37.9 38.0 35.9 37.4
mean noGfE 36.7 35.9 33.6 35.6Results
We obtained phosphene thresholds (PTs) from all staircases
with eyes open/closed and blindfold on/off and present them in
Table 1. Note that while the group means of PT baselines PTstart/
PTend (the baselinemeasures at beginning and end of each session)
were highly similar and not statistically different (t(18) ¼ 0.36,
p ¼ 0.73), for individual participants these PTs could vary sub-
stantially, for a variety of possible reasons towhich we return in the
Discussion. For the moment, this variability strongly emphasizes
the importance of having interleaved the staircases for the main
conditions of interest: PTs for eyes open versus eyes closed without
visual inputs (i.e. while wearing the blindfold).Phosphene thresholds for eyes open and closed in the absence of
visual inputs
The Bayesian Quest staircase procedure threshold estimations
resulted in higher PTs for the eyes open condition (M ¼ 38.0,
SD ¼ 16.2) as compared to the eyes closed condition (M ¼ 35.9,
SD¼ 14.7) including all participants. A two-sided paired-samples t-
test revealed a statistically significant difference (t [18] ¼ 3.03,
p ¼ 0.007). Differences were even more pronounced when
excluding participants with Grounds for Exclusion (GfE) (PTopen
M ¼ 35.9, SD ¼ 11.9, PTclosed M ¼ 33.6, SD ¼ 10.8, t [13] ¼ 4.17,
p ¼ 0.001).
A good representation of this effect is the Excitability Gain
(decrease in PT with eye closure weighed by inherent visual
excitability, see Methods), displayed for all participants in Fig. 1. GfE
participants are shaded light grey. This figure makes clear that
there was a highly consistent positive Excitability Gain, indicating a
relative increase in visual excitability upon closing the eyes,
confirmed statistically in one-sample t-tests including (M ¼ 4.7,
SD ¼ 5.9, t(18) ¼ 3.49, p ¼ 0.003) and excluding GfE participants
(M¼ 5.7, SD¼ 5.2, t(13)¼ 4.07, p¼ 0.001). Fig. S1 in Supplementary
Material shows the progression of test intensities in individual
staircases, which provides only an indirect reflection of visual
excitability but demonstrates nicely that the staircases neatly
converged to PTs for all participants not marked GfE.
In sum, closing the eyes led to higher cortical excitability, re-
flected by lower phosphene thresholds, as compared to opening the
eyes.Alpha power for eyes open and closed in the absence of visual inputs
Phosphene thresholds have previously been related to parieto-
occipital oscillatory alpha power, which was inversely related to
phosphene perception on a trial-by-trial basis [2]. If alpha power
were the only determinant of PT, then based on this we should
expect lower alpha power for eyes closed sincewe observed a lower
PT. Yet, conventionally, eye closure has rather been related to
increased alpha power [1]. This discrepancy made it crucial to
evaluate whether in our participants, and during our tasks, parieto-
Fig. 1. Excitability Gain.
Shown per participant (horizontal axis) is the Excitability Gain, which is phosphene threshold reduction with eye closure (PTopen e PTclosed) expressed as a percentage of in-
dividual PT baseline with eyes open. A consistent pattern emerges of positive Excitability Gain values, which means that visual excitability is increased (PT reduced) when par-
ticipants closed their eyes. The solid black line signifies the mean (M) and dashed lines the mean plus/minus 1 standard error of the mean (SEM) over participants without Grounds
for Exclusion (GfE). Excluded results from GfE participants are included in the figure, but highlighted as light grey columns. See Methods for further details and Supplementary
Fig. S1 for progression of all individual staircases.
T.A. de Graaf et al. / Brain Stimulation 10 (2017) 828e835832occipital alpha power did not unexpectedly decrease, rather than
increase, with eye closure.
The critical baseline measurements of alpha power, using EEG at
rest and normalized to independent individual baselines (see
Methods), were obtained for two electrodes (P3 and O1; factor
‘channel’) both immediately prior to and immediately after the
interleaved PT staircase block (factor ‘pre-post’), while participants
were wearing the blindfold and keeping their eyes closed or open
(factor ‘eyes’) for prolonged periods of rest (90 s). The various an-
alyses reported below revealed main effects of channel, with O1
yielding higher alpha power, but we do not report this in more
detail.
Excluding the participant who reported light inside the blind-
fold and one outlier participant (Methods), we performed a pre-Fig. 2. Normalized alpha power.
Normalized alpha power in the eyes open (dark bars) versus closed (light bars) conditions, fo
interleaved PT staircase, and for epochs from 1050 ms to 50 ms prior to TMS pulses during
electrode positions P3/O1, at rest before, as well as during, but no longer after the interleapost x open-closed x channel repeated-measures ANOVA. This
revealed an unexpected interaction between pre-post x open-
closed (F(1,15) ¼ 7.02, p ¼ 0.018), suggesting that eye closure
affected alpha power, but differentially for the EEG baselines ac-
quired before versus after the phosphene threshold staircases
procedure. As illustrated in Fig. 2A, normalized alpha power was
significantly different for the pre-staircase EEG baseline measure-
ment ‘EEGpre’ (open-closed x channel RM-ANOVA, factor open-
closed F(1,15) ¼ 24.78, p < 0.001), so briefly after participants put
on the blindfold, but not in the post-staircase baseline measure-
ment ‘EEGpost’ (F(1,15) ¼ 0.05, p ¼ 0.835).
This observation makes it relevant to determine what effect eye
closure had on alpha power during the PT staircase procedures.
After all, if eye closure during the staircases actually decreasedr the EEG baselines acquired before and after (horizontal axis panel A; pre and post) the
the interleaved PT staircases (panel B). Closing the eyes led to higher alpha power at
ved PT staircases.
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explain the PT results. But as shown in Fig. 2B, this was not the case.
In fact, during the staircases there was significantly higher
normalized alpha power in eyes closed trials as compared to eyes
open trials (open-closed x channel RM-ANOVA, main effect of
open-closed: F(1,16) ¼ 11.18, p ¼ 0.004).
In the Supplementary Material, we report whether the eye
closure effect on alpha power decreased over the course of the
interleaved PT staircases procedure; there appeared to be such a
pattern but it was not statistically supported. See also
Supplementary Material for results of the EOG analysis. Briefly; no
clear condition effects were found but here sample size and inter-
pretability were limited. We thus found no indication that differ-
ences in eye movements caused the observed effects, but it is
noteworthy that previous work found that lateral eye movements
are more frequent with eyes open [34], at least in a normal
perceptual state without a blindfold.
To summarize, both at rest and during the PT staircase proced-
ure, alpha power was significantly higher with eyes closed as
compared to eyes open, even in the complete absence of visual
inputs. The baseline measurement at the end of the session no
longer showed this effect, but importantly did not suggest an in-
verse effect either, which is most relevant in the current context.
Given the previously established inverse relation between alpha
power and occipital excitability measured by phosphene [2,35] or
visual [36] perception, the mechanism behind higher visual excit-
ability with eyes closed needs to be sought elsewhere.
Discussion
In the current studywe asked how the visual system of the brain
reacts to the act of closing or opening the eyes. More specifically, we
evaluated cortical excitability of early visual cortex in the absence
of visual inputs through the determination of phosphene thresh-
olds (PTs). These PTs were determined in individual participants
with Bayesian adaptive algorithms (see Methods), and interleaved
for the relevant conditions of opening and closing the eyes. Lastly
we measured resting state EEG under similar conditions, and
measured EEG concurrently with the PT staircase procedure, to
evaluate whether any potential changes in PT could be explained by
changes in oscillatory power in the alpha frequency band.
The main observation in the current dataset was that PTs were
lower in the eyes closed condition. This suggests that early visual
cortex becomes more responsive to direct stimulation with TMS
upon closing the eyes. Critically, the interleaved determination of
PTs ensured that the effect of ocular state on PTs was not
confounded by other factors that may influence cortical excitability,
such as dark adaptation or global changes of arousal. Interestingly, a
different approach to probe visual sensitivity, using intra-oral
stimulation of the retina in total darkness to elicit visual experi-
ences [37], actually revealed higher visual detection thresholds
with eyes closed [38,39]. This opposite finding is instructive, given
the difference in stimulation methods: retinal stimulation versus
direct cortical stimulation. For instance; phosphenes elicited by
electrical stimulation of the retina, but not magnetic stimulation of
occipital cortex, are reduced by visual suppression through sac-
cades [40]. Distinctions like these demonstrate the unique contri-
bution of phosphene measurements to the study of the human
visual system.
Toscani et al. [38] related their decreased visual sensitivity upon
eye closure, to eye closure induced increases of alpha power. This
classic ‘Berger effect’ is well established if opening the eyes also
involves imminent visual inputs, but may be less prominent in total
darkness (e.g. Refs. [41,42]). However, even in total darkness alpha
power has been reported to increase with eye closure (e.g.Refs. [43e45], as we replicated here. In our experiment, this alpha
effect unexpectedly disappeared in the post-staircase baseline
measurement. But in fact this disappearance seems to have been
noticed in the very earliest reports on alpha power across eye
closure conditions; hinting that the ‘Berger effect’ is not necessarily
stable but disappears after some time in darkness [41] in Ref. [46].
Also, alpha desynchronization by auditory stimuli diminishes with
repeated stimulation [47], and alpha power is related to wakeful-
ness/vigilance, with drowsiness apparently diminishing the Berger
effect [45].
Such findings should remind us that many factors affect brain
state, and that assuming a stable brain state is likely an over-
simplification. This imposes limitations on many experiments,
including this one, which in fact implicitly or explicitly assume a
stable brain state across multiple trials of one experimental con-
dition. In our study, the phosphene threshold staircase procedure,
for both eyes open and closed conditions, assumes a stable
threshold that it attempts to estimate, and the final outcome re-
flects responses to test values over the full (approximately 8 min)
duration of the staircase procedure. The fact that the Berger effect
was not obtained in the post-staircase EEG baseline, but was clear
in the pre-staircase EEG baseline, could suggest that brain state
was, also in our study, not stable. In that sense, it was important to
on the one hand interleave the trials of both conditions, and on the
other hand evaluate alpha power during the staircase procedure.
The Berger effect was significant during the staircases (Fig. 2B), and
there was insufficient statistical power or support for a change in
Berger effect over the course of the staircase procedure (Fig. S2).
In any case note that our main findings would have remained of
interest even in the case of a full disappearance of the Berger effect
during the staircase procedures, since a lack of Berger effect would
still not have explained the lower PT with eyes closed in any way.
For the current study it was primarily relevant that we did not
observe an “inverse Berger effect” (higher alpha power with eyes
open), given previous studies relating alpha power to phosphene
perception (in fact, also alpha phase: [48]. Specifically, Romei and
colleagues showed that higher alpha power is associated with a
lower probability of inducing a phosphene across subjects [35] and
trials [2]. At the same time, we would like to emphasize that our
results are not construed to be in conflict with those findings. The
studies are too different in design, methodology, and scope, to
directly compare. Also, the role of alpha oscillations in visual
excitability is not disputed. Posterior alpha activity is thought to
reflect inhibitory processing in the brain [49,50], and a long line of
research has shown that alpha activity increases in areas not rele-
vant for the current task, effectively reducing the responsiveness
(or excitability) of these brain areas.
Other work that relates to but is not immediately comparable to
the current study, concerns the effects of light deprivation on
cortical excitability. TMS has been used to assess cortical excit-
ability in complete darkness [51e53], generally revealing decreased
PTs after several tens of minutes, hours, or even days of light
deprivation. It is thus conceivable that the relatively short exposure
to complete darkness in our study (~15 min) had a similar effect on
cortical excitability, although we are not aware of evidence for light
deprivation effects on such a short time-scale. Also, PTs with eyes
open at the beginning of the session, during blindfolding, and after
re-exposure to light at the end of the session did not appreciably
differ from each other (see Table 1). Lastly, the interleaved stair-
cases ensured that any orthogonal variable affecting brain state
would have affected PT results in both eye conditions similarly.
Phosphene thresholds directly reflect the excitability of visual
cortex [29,54]. Our PT results, taken together with previous
research, lead to an interesting conclusion. Since light deprivation
or the known relationship between alpha power and phosphene
T.A. de Graaf et al. / Brain Stimulation 10 (2017) 828e835834perception cannot explain our PT results, an additional mechanism
may affect visual excitability upon closing the eyes, which could
mean that alpha power is not the only determinant of PT. This
alternative mechanism may be part of a cascade of processes in the
human brain, initiated by the act of closing the eyes, that results in a
more internal mode of operation [3,18].
FMRI studies previously showed an increase in BOLD signals in
early visual regions upon closing the eyes [3,6,15,18]. Though the
complex relation between BOLD signals and neural activity (espe-
cially in the absence of stimulus drives) rendered the effect of eye
closure on visual excitability an empirical question, the decrease of
PTs we observed seems in line with these fMRI studies. Our results
complement this work, by providing additional information and
possible interpretations. One such interpretation is that early visual
regions are ‘more engaged’with closed eyes in the absence of visual
inputs, in what has been called the ‘interoceptive mode’ of brain
operation [3,6,15,18].
Going beyond early visual cortex alone, recent evidence sug-
gests that the ’interoceptive mode’ is characterized by a strong
coupling of the visual system with motor, somatosensory and
auditory systems, possibly indicating high synchronization across
sensory modalities with eyes closed [17]. This could improve
phosphene perception as TMS pulses can inherently be described
as multisensory events (including somatosensory and auditory ef-
fects). Increased connectivity among sensory cortices could there-
fore boost multisensory processes that decrease detection
thresholds in spite of alpha power increases [55,56]. In contrast,
with eyes open the sensory modalities except for vision seem to be
suppressed to allocate more energy for exteroceptive processing
[4,16] thereby reducing the impact other senses might have on
phosphene elicitation. On a general level, this network perspective
is further supported by recent findings that perception of near-
threshold stimuli in the auditory and somatosensory domain de-
pends on the connectivity state of distributed networks, to some
extent irrespective of localized oscillatory activity [57,58].
Increased connectivity to early visual cortex with closed eyes
could also be relevant for higher cognitive processes. Since the
lingual gyrus and the fusiform gyrus as part of the visual system are
considered to be important for visual imagery and memory [59],
the strong connections with other sensory modalities with eyes
closedmay lead to imagination and recall of perceptual experiences
[3]. Imagination has been suggested to involve the same brain
structures and modalities which are activated in actual perception
[60]. Visual mental imagery was found to be impaired by repetitive
TMS over the medial occipital cortex as compared to a sham con-
dition [61]. Interestingly, Sparing et al. [62] reported decreased PT
during a visual imagery task in blindfolded subjects, compared to
baseline PT, while no such modulation was found during an audi-
tory control task (see also [63].
Methodological implications
We acquired PTs with eyes open and closed in complete dark-
ness, but also PTs with eyes openwithout a blindfold, while staring
at a computer monitor in a dimmed laboratory setting, once at the
start and again at the end of the experimental session. As shown in
Table 1, these two baseline PTs could differ on the individual level,
but apparently not in any consistent direction (no significant dif-
ference on the group level). It thus appears that there are different
sources of variability across the experimental session both to the
effect of increasing PT and of decreasing PT, to which different
participants are idiosyncratically sensitive. One could consider in-
dividual differences in dark adaptation, arousal (is the participant
nervous about TMS in the beginning of the experiment of not?),
fatigue/boredom, changes in response criteria for phosphene yes/no or task strategies, small head movements leading to a shift in
effective TMS coil position, to name just a few. The variability be-
tween PTs observed, in combination with these considerations,
leads to the conclusion that interleaved staircases may be crucial to
obtain measures of PT in a setting such as this. The difference be-
tween PT with eyes open and closed while wearing the blindfold
was, in context of the variability discussed above, relatively small.
Yet it was very consistent, perhaps exactly because we controlled
for all these sources of variability by implementing interleaved
staircases, made possible by algorithmic control of TMS intensity
per trial.
Conclusion
The effect of ocular state on visual excitability reported here
provides an interesting new insight into the various brain mecha-
nisms engaged by simply closing or opening our eyes. There are still
several possible explanations, ranging from ecological to low-level
(e.g. multisensory enhancement) to high-level (e.g. early visual
cortex engagement for top-down/working memory/imagery) pro-
posals. Overall it appears that visual excitability is determined by
multiple processes, in which alpha activity is one but not alone.
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